
Fire News and Advice August 2012 

Important dates 

1
st

 Oct - Start of Restricted Burning Season, Permits required  

1st Dec  Start of Prohibited Burning Season 

Note  Both these dates may be brought forward if dry conditions persist 

2
nd

 Nov  Firebreaks to be compliant – expect increased inspections and enforcement this year 

 

While there has been some rain recently, it hasn’t made a huge difference to much of Gidge. The soil 

is very dry, and observations of winter creek behaviour in some areas show the lowest flows in living 

memory. This bodes ill for crops, pastures, our beautiful native flora and of course the impact on 

bushfire behaviour.  

It also highlights the importance of being prepared, see the sections on Reducing the Risk and 

Hazard Reduction Burning below.  

Being prepared also means having a robust response. The very low level of recruitment for Brigades 

will make this more and more difficult over time. See the section on Brigade Recruitment or lack 

thereof below. 

 

Reducing the risk 

This may seem like hearing a cracked record but how many of you have been working on reducing 

hazards on your properties, especially near buildings? The outlook is for conditions for next fire 

season to be as bad if not worse than the season before last unless we get significant and sustained 

rain over the rest of winter and spring. Very active bushfires may occur early in the season. 2 years 

ago the first callout to a large out of control fire in Gidge occurred in September, with the very large 

John Forrest fire at the beginning of Nov, and of course Red Hill and Roleystone-Kelmscott later on. 

Do your trimming etc NOW so you can allow sufficient time to dry and safely burn the debris before 

it becomes unsafe and/or illegal to do so. 

For advice on how best to reduce your risk see the FESA and City of Swan websites (PREPARE, ACT, 

SURVIVE), or contact your local brigades. Better still, join or form a BUSHFIRE READY GROUP so that 

you can interact with near neighbours and cooperatively reduce your risk and your improve 

measures to make you safer including a well developed BUSHFIRE SURVIVAL PLAN. 

 

Hazard Reduction Burning – seize the day but don’t do anything silly! 

 Fairly active fire behaviour has been observed recently on sunnier dry days, especially if it hasn’t 

rained for a week or so. The advantage of hazard reduction burning where possible at this time of 

year is that low overnight night temperatures and high humidity mean that fire behaviour drops off 

to very low levels overnight and may largely self extinguish except under very windy conditions. It 

also means that significant fuel reduction can occur without excessive scorching and damage of 

vegetation you wish to keep. Postponing it until later in spring may well mean you get caught out if 

the drought conditions continue and fire behaviour becomes too active. 

One good way of fuel reduction, particularly near infrastructure, is to burn off the dry skirts of grass 

trees, this can be done even when it is raining. Where grass trees are concentrated dry fuel load can 

be reduced up to 70% by doing this. They handle this burning very well, and a fair proportion will be 

stimulated to send up flower spikes in the next year. Obviously if they are very close to buildings etc 

they should be trimmed rather than burnt so avoid damage. If you are trimming, cut away just the 



dead leaves and leave much of the green ones, especially on top, as removal of these can make 

them vulnerable to attack and eventual killing by parrots.   

If you lack the confidence and experience to tackle hazard reduction burning, seek advice or 

assistance, this can be from neighbours or from brigades depending on the circumstances. 

 

Brigade Recruitment (or lack thereof) 

City of Swan was identified at the last census as having the nearly the lowest level of overall 

community volunteering of all types, not just emergency services, of any Local Govt in WA (12.9% of 

population). This is nothing to be proud of. City of Swan, including Gidgegannup, can and should do 

better. By the way Wickepin topped the state with a participation rate of just under 50%. 

This is not a reflection on those who do volunteer, they are usually dedicated workers for whatever 

their volunteer cause, with many being involved in more than one form of community activity. 

However it is a poor reflection on the silent majority who benefit in so many ways from those same 

volunteers. 

Since the last new member training conducted in April and also in response to last month’s call for 

volunteers the Gidge Brigades have been overwhelmed with ..... er .... 1, yes one, “possible”,  recruit 

between them. This is disappointing and does not bode well for the future as we typically lose 10% 

or more of our members each year due to relocations and general factors such as ageing etc. If these 

are not replaced the resulting decline in numbers may lead to one or more Gidge based fire units 

being reallocated to other areas where they can be more reliably crewed.  

The result may be a lower level initial response to incidents in the all important early stages when a 

bushfire can most easily be contained and the impact on the community minimised.  

For those worried about committing time, there is a huge degree of flexibility in the way Brigades 

manage response pre-arrangements and rosters so we can adapt to individual circumstances, as 

members have family, work and other commitments.  

Best of all would be an increase of members who are likely to be in the district on weekdays when a 

majority of members are away working. FIFO workers can make a very valuable contribution in this 

regard. 

If you are considering joining at all please contact the brigades ASAP as the applications have to be 

completed early in September for the last and only opportunity to do the training this year.  

Don’t let the Brigades fade away through lack of interest, YOU may need them one day.  

 

 

 


